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ABSTRACT

This paper is devoted to the calculation of the fermion Green function in QED in
the framework of the Minimal Quantization Method, based on an explicit solution of
the constraint equations and the gauge-invariance principle. The relativistic invariant
expression for the fermion Green function which has the right analytical properties is
obtained.
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1 Introduction

Quantum electrodynamics (QED) is an example of relativistic quantum field the-
ory. However, it is rather complicated by its gauge invariance and the related vanishing
of photon mass. QED can be given many different formulations by choosing a suitable
gauge, all leading to identical physical predictions. The success of QED in the explanation
of a wide range of physical phenomena (in the particularity, the anomalous moment of
the electron and the Lamb shift) has made it the most striking achievement of relativistic
quantum theory. QED has been established earlier than other field theories and was the
prototype for them [1-5] . In spite of its success, there still remains in the different formu-
lations of QED the problem of determining the fermion-wave-function renormalization (or
the residue of the one-fermion Green's function R = linip_mfi(j3 — mn)Gii(p) where GR(P)
is the reuormalized Green's function) has not been solved as shown by author [6] after an-
alyzing till standards proofs of gauge invariance. For instance, in a relativistic covariant
gauge tln> term AL = •^{dtlAiif

i is added for quantization in order to remove singu-
lar terms from the QED Lagrangian (hereafter we call such approach covariant method
quantization) . The introduction of the superfluous longitudinal variables [3] changes the
singularity of the electron Green function G(p) ~ (p2 -m2)6 ; 6 = - 1 + | j (3 -d) . In partic-
ular, for the Landau (d - 0) and the (d = 1) gauges instead of the usual pole the branch
appears, and I he residue of the Green function R is equal to zero. To reconstruct the
physical analytical properties it is necessary to choose a nonsingular asymptotical interac-
tion with longitudinal components. In both ihe cases we contradict the supposition about
covariant quantization i.e. treating all components on an equal footing. In the context of
such a relativistic approach the dependena of the Green function on the choice of gauge
is to be considered as an inevitable defect of quantization. In the nonrelativistic Coulomb
gauge the residue of the Green's function is R = 1 in the rest frame p = (po,p = 0),
whereas in a unifomly moving reference frame the quantity R become velocity-dependent
and in general loses its meaning because of infrared divergences [7-10]. Many attempts
have been made to solve this old problem, but the same kind of problems exist both in
nonrelativistic [9] and relativistic gauges [3), where the Green's function exhibits a cut in
place of a pole, and the quantity R can be equal to zero or to infinity, depending on the
gauge. There existed some opinion that fermion Green functions to a certain extent are
nonphysical quantities, and their analytical properties do not reflect the gauge-invariant
content of gauge theory,

This problem is of appreciable interest for investigating the soluble models, and is
also necessary for proving the logical completeness of quantum electrodynamics [6, 8],
Moreover, the problem of recovering the relativistic invariance of Coulomb gauge becomes
of practical importance for QCD, where the "Coulomb" version of confinement is used as
a foundation for the violation of chiral symmetry [11, 12].

In the present paper we try to solve the above mentioned problem in the framework of
the "Minimal" canonical quantization method of gauge theories developed systematically
by us in refs. [13]. The approach is based on a quantization of physical variables obtained
by means of an explicit solution of the constraint equations at the classical level and of
the gauge-invariance principle.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly describe the minimal quan-
tization method [13] for QED. It is shown that this quantization scheme based on the
explicit solution of the Gauss equation, and on the gauge invariant Belinfante tensor does
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not need a gauge condition as an initial supposition, and the Lorentz transformations of
classical and quantum fields coincide at the operator level. These transformations contain
and additional gauge rotation as first remarked by Pauli and Heisenberg [14]. In section
3 at the level of Feynman diagrams the role of this additional gauge tranformation is
illustrated by computing the fermion Green function in the one-loop approximation; in
particular, it is shown that such transformations lead to an extra set of diagrams in per-
turbation theory which provide the correct relativistie transformation properties of the
observablcs, the Green function residues. Section 4 is devoted to our conclusions. Wo use
here the following notation: g^ = ( 1 , - 1 , - 1 . — 1); ft = c = 1.

2 Minimal quantization method of electrodynamics

Following the quantization method for gauge theories given in [13] we consider the inter-
action between the electromagnetic field and electron-positron held.

The Lagrangian and the Behnfante energy-momentum tensor of the system can be
chosen in accordance with the gauge-invariance principle in the following forms:

1 !
L(x) = — F j + *['v(i<y,i - i-Ap) - 7?i]*, S = / d.ri(r), (1)

4 J

where the spinor field fy describes the fermion, A,t the electromagnetic field. The La-
grangian (1) and Belinfante tensor (2) are invariant under the gauge transformations :

g = (3)

for arbitrary functions A(£, t).

To construct the Hamiltonian of the theory, one should explicitly separate out. the
true dynamical physical variables. Lagrangian (1) is degenerate: it does not contain the
time derivative of the field A). As a result, the corresponding canonical momentum of Ao

is identically equal to zero. Here the variable Ao is not true dynamical physical variable
and variation of the action with respect to Ao leads to a constraint equation (the Gauss
equation). Therefore, for quantization of the theory (1) two possibilities exist: either to
use a modified Dirac canonical formalism [14-20] or to eliminate the nonphysical variable
Ac prior to the quantization by explicit solution of the constraint equation. We shall
adhere to the second variant, i.e. use the Gauss equation

(4)

as a constraint equation in order to express Ao in terms of the other dynamical variables
At.

(5)

where I/O2 is an integral operator represented through the corresponding Green function,
a term (l/tJ2)jn can be written as

(6)

and describe the Coulomb field of the instantaneous charge distribution jo{y, t) = ety+(y,
The substitution of (5) into (1) gives the following expressions far the Lagrangian:

1

j

(7)

(8)

where I lie I'orllowiup; notations are introduced:

ATI A] = Ui, - d~d^) A, = S'l'A, = v\A] (A, + d,)v[A], (9)
V Of

* rL4,#] = !)[>!]*, (10)

/ i \ / ; l - l -
'•' V u ' ff> 3 ) ' J (J2 ' * d2 ' '

Usiii" the Belinfante tensor (2) expressed in the terms (9—11) we obtain the following
expressions for the Hamiltonian, momentum and Lorentz boots:

A = ~9,

= xkH -tPk + J d3y(yk - xk)Tm.

(13)

(14)

We see that the Lagrangian L and the Belinfante energy-momentum tensor T,f, on
an explicit solution of the constaint equation (5) are expressed only terms of A'[ and \t7

t'onnticlnd with the initial fields (8-10) in nonlocal way.
Since the gauge factor i>[v4] according to eq. (4) and (9-10) transforms as

v[As] = v[A]g-\ (15)

it is easy to check that nonlocal variables Af and tyT are invariant under gauge transfor-
mation (3) of the initial fields

Aim = Af[A], (16)
*T[A«,*i'] = *T '[J4,*]. (17)

Tliis means that the variables A[ and ^T contain only physical degrees of freedom and
are independent of pure gauge components g(x, (), and identically satisfy the transversality
conditions.

d,Aj[A]=Q, dAAflAl^Q, (18)

y, t).



which is not here an initial assumption and changes under relativistic transformations.
Thus, the substitution of the explicit solution of the constraint equation (5) into

the gauge-invariant Lagrangian (1) and Belinfante tensor (2), also eliminates all non-
physical variables from them as is obvious in eqs. (7-8; 12-14). As a consequence, the
gauge-invariant expressions {7-8; 12-14) depend only on two nonlocal transverse variables
Aj[A], tyT[A, "P] which are themselves gauge-invariant functional of the initial fields.

Let us consider now the Lorentz boot transformation:

(19)

On the solutions of the constraint equation (5) vith f>\0k = £&$], A'/fl/fJ2) =
—2Sk(ljd2)dkdii{].jd1) taken into account, for nonlocal physical transverse variables A[
and ^T we find the following expressions:

A (20)

where 6\ is the ordinary Lorentz transformation and

k (AZ + dA

(21)

(22)

is an additional gauge transformation which transforms the field Aj into a transverse! one

(23)

in the new coordinate system l^ = i° + S°J^ :

The dynamical system of quantized fields Aj and * r follows the rotation of the time
axis in relativistic transformations.

Thus, at the classical level we have three differences from usual covariant method:
1) an explicit solution of the constraint equation and transition to nonlocal invariant
variables; 2) the choice of a gauge invariant energy-momentum Belinfante tensor. (The
gauge-invariance principle here is extended to the variables themselves and dynamical
observables (12-14) );
3) the nonlocal Lorentz transformations of nonlocal physical fields. In the usual covariant
method the physical fields form a subspace in the space of initial 4-componcnts Av by
constraint conditions. This conditions contain an extra gauge choice f(A) = 0. In the
minimal method the physical subspace of transverse fields is formed by the nonlocal pro-
jection of the space of initial fields which arises automatically for an explicit solution of
the Gauss equation (4). It is necessary to notice that the approach considered here cannot
be described by the general scheme of choosing gauge conditions which is applied to rela-
tivistic gauges [16]. The explicit solution of the Gauss equation and the gauge invariance

principle allows one to remove just two nonphysical variables from the gauge invariant
expressions L and T^,. In constructing variables (9-11) we have only the arbitrariness in
the choice of time axis or of the reference frame ijj = (1,0,0,0), Ao = (l^A^). We can
choose instead any vector l^ connected to ijj by the Lorentz transformation If, = 1° + 6^1^.

To discuss the quantum theory we determine the canonical momenta and write the
equal time {xa = ya = t) commutation relations

z[i"oi(£j t)> A • (i/, t)] ~ 8^jS {x — y]y (24)

{^^(x t) ty^(y t)\ = 5 -ib^lx — y) (25)

It has been noticed that the temporal component Aj is not independent and is de-
termined via l l ' / , formula (8), and therefore satisfies the simultaneous (x0 = y0 = t)
commutation relations

4n\ x - y
(26)

All ot her commutations are equal to zero. Thus in the minimal method operators of the
quantum fields Aj, ^r expressed in the forms of nonlocal functionals (9-11) correspond
to the nonlocal commutation relations. In the following we shall show that all of them
have the same Lorentz tranformations. Using commutation relations (24-26) it is easy
to show that the operators H, Pk, Mti, Mok satisfy the algebra of commutators of the
Poincare group in the physical sector of gauge fields [13]. '

In ttin present theory the Heisenberg relations for fields A^ = (A$ = ^jJ,Af), 'iT:

and tlie Sehwingur criterion of Lorentz invariance

*[T«,(x),Tco(s)] = -(Tok(x)+Tok(y))dk6
3(?-y).

arc fulfilled, which can be proved by direct calculation.
Making an infinitesimal Lorent7. rotation (produced by the boost

see that the operators Ajn ty7 acquire the gauge addition

6*>T(x) = iek[M0k, V
T(x)\ = «i*

where S'l is the ordinary Lorentz transformation and

A (AZ + dA7

(27)

(28)

one may easily

(29)

(30)

(31)

is the gauge operator function [22], which coincides exactly with the formula (22) founded
by us in classical theory. The physical meaning of that sort of transformation is that
the very decomposition into Coulomb and transverse parts in this scheme has really a

'It is important to notice that the Belinfante tensor is the unique tensor which allows
one to prove dosed algebra of the Poincare group in the physical sector of gauge theories
[13].



covariant structure. In other words, the Lorentz transformation simultaneously changes
the gauge.

It is necessary to notice that, the transformations (29-30) were discussed at first by
Heisenberg and Pauli [14] with a reference to an unpublished remark by ,T. von iXeuman.
Thus, the transformations of quantum fields (29-30) completely coincide with transfor-
mations of classical fields (20-21).

The formulation of the Coulomb gauge in the frame-work of the usual covariant method
leads to the usual canonical Haniiltonian that differs from the Belinfante one (2) by a total
derivative which contributes to the first term of the boost operators (29-30)- Strictly
speaking, the Coulomb gauge leads to another gauge functional A in (31) instead of (9),
which breaks the usual relativistic covariance of matrix elements of the type of Green
functions. According to the intepretation of the usual covariant method the term A in
eqs. (29-30) is treated as the gauge transformation which does not influence the physical
results. But we know [6 - 13] that, this intepretation can not be applied to off-mass
shell amplitudes, bound state physics and one -fermion Green function. In our minimal
method, the new type of diagrams (< *'A(.x) • • • * T >) with the gauge functional A(i)
defined by (31) restore the conventional relativistic properties of the Green functions in
each order of radiative corrections [13].

The diagram technique in the minimal method quantization, as was shown in [13]
differs from the covariant Feynman one only by the form of the- photon propagator of:

-^ + • (32)

In the last, expression the vector Zjj = (1,0.0,0) is determined in that Lorentz frame of
reference where the quantization carried out.

The QED constructed by us satifies all standarrl requirements of relativistic quantum
theory. Such a quantization scheme is most close to the method of Schwinger [21| who
has assumed the set of postulates : 1) trausversalit.v ; 2) the Belinfante tensor ; 3)
nonlocal commutation relations. The difference between the scheme proposed here and
that the Schwingcr quantization method consists in that the physical variables are not
postulated, but rather they are constructed explicit}' by projecting the Lagraiiuian and the
Belinfante tensor onto the solution of the Gauss equation. In [23] it has been shown that,
the nonlocal physical variables obtained by the solution of the Gauss equation contain
new physical information about the specific character of strong interaction theory 2 that
is absent in the covariant or Schwinger quantization methods.

3 Proof of the relativistic covariance of the fermion
Green function in QED

The transverse variables which appear naturally in solving the constraint equations in
the minimal quantization are covenient in calculating some tangible physical effects. For
example, the Lamb shift corrections O(ac') are calculated only by the use of these variables

2In QCD this quantization method also leads to a new picture of colour confinement
[13]. The latter is based on the destructive interference of the pha.se factors which appear
in theories with topological degeneracies [n3(S'i7(Ar)) = Z\.

[7, 23j. On other hand, just for the transverse variables the wave function renormalization
is momentum dependent because of the absence of a manifestly relativistic covariant
expression for the electron Green function. Let us calculate the electron Green function
from the formula

- q)G{p) = 0\T (V(;r)tf7 (i/)) |0 (33)

where 'I ' ' , <[>' are operators in the Heisenberg representation. In the one-loop approxi-
mation (!{p) hah I.lie form

G(P) = G0(p) O(a2), (34)

where >Z(p) is the electron self-energy at order e2 which contains the contributions from
transverse fields and (he Coulomb interaction

(35)

where

Ql = <7o " <f = Co = G0(p - q)

Lei us prove the invarinnce of the Green functions (34) under the Lorentz transforma-
tion of the operpators ^', ll ' ' . By "invariance' we means the equality [4]

^ (36)

that is. we shall take into account the Lorentz transformation of the 7-matrices. In this
case d"(-nip) = 0. It is know [4] that (35) can be represented by a sum of the invariant
E/-'(j>) and noninvaruint AT,(p) terms:

7'
(<k),.^.

2 = 7? (37)

The response of AiJ(/j) to the Lorentz transformation (3G) can be obtained by changing
the integration variables in eq. (37)

b'l = tk I {-^,\BkG'aq + qG'aBk\,

vhere

+ lk<]o
QoQk (38)

The total Lorentz transformation for the Green function contains also the gauge ad-
ditional transformation (29-31)

- iqy)



- < 0)r(At(a:)*T(i)*7'(»))|0

Using the explicit form for Aj.(x) = A£(x) + A£(x),

(39)

(40)

we get the following expression:

f (dq) ,„„,,* .. .„ , n

OAS = — ek I -irz:-lBk&0(p — m) + (p — m)G0Bk\.

where Bk is given by formula (38). As

Go(p- q){p - m) = 1 + Ge(p - q)q, {<{())-^ = 0 (41)

we get that the total response of (39-40) to the Lorentz transformations (2U •- 31) is equal
to aero.

J O (42)

Therefore, it is sufficient to calculate expression (33) in the rest frame of the electron
P» = (PD,0), for the choice 1° = (1,0, 0,0)

f jdg) 2 r(dg) 1
= / ~5~~ : / ~ ^ r 7 o ^ to-.

•/ <tf P - 0 + m J q1 q + m.

(43)
<r i •

Using the dimensional regularization the integral (43) is equal to

S{p(<) = JL[m(3£) + 4) - D(p - m)] •+- T*H(I'V) (44)

where D = -f - ~IE + in(iTr) and

27r'-p "•' V P2 '"'" m2 ""' ' 2P2 ' V V '
To pass to another uniformly moving reference frame p^ = (p'0,f) we should be to take
account eq. (39) which leads in fact the change of the gauge:

= «, (46)

(47)

Taking into account the new diagrams (39) dictated by the "minimal" quantization
method leads to the motion of the Coulomb field

(48)

(49)

The use of these diagrams is a principal difference between the "minimal" quantization
method and standard Coulomb gauge dealt with in many papers [4, 7-9]. We notice
that the electron self-energy S(p) in (45) has no infrared divergences and allows the
renonnalization with subtraction at physical values of the momentum p-m.

fTify

(f) = m) = bm = —(3D + 4),
'17T

T!(p = m) = Z - 1, = l - —D.
4

(50)

The ]>robabilit.y of finding an electron with the mass mjj = m + 8m calculated from
formula (R{p) = l\mt,_mn{p - mR)GR{p) = | * |2) is equal to unity (| * |2 = 1). Those
results are not reproduced in any relativistic gauge. These results represented a solution
to the ^normalization problem on mass shell for transverse variables.

A mistake of refs [4, 8] consists not only in ignoring correct transformation properties
(29-31) in the construction of S(p) but also in a nonphysical choice of the initial vector
(the time axis) I hut fixes the component of the Coulomb field. For example, in expression
(33) where p,, --= (/in.p ^ 0) the vector 1° = (1,0,0,0) is chosen so that the electron
has a velocity different from that of its Coulomb field. As result, there arise difficulties
with manifest Lorentz invariance and infared divergences. On other hand, the correct
transition (SS) to the electron rest, frame p^ = (po:p = 0) does not remove these difficulties
as we simultaneously rotate the initial gauge /" = (1, 0,0,0), thus leaving velocities of the
electron and il s proper field being different. So, a choice of (J must be defined by a physical
formula! ion of the problem, in this case /" is the unit vector along the moment um („ ~ p(l.
It is to be noted that nonphysical infrared divergences in the calculation of R arise if we
use the Lorentz transformation corresponding to the canonical energy momentum tensor
T^ [24] , or local commutation relations i[E,(x, t), Aj{y, t)] = <5jj<S3(i: — y).

One has take into account the additional diagrams which are induced by the A when
passing to another Lorentz frame. Thus, the proof of manifest relativistic covariance of the
fermion Green function, based on the quantization ooly of physical transverse variables,
can be made at the level of Feynman diagrams. The results of this paper solve the problem
of renonialization of physical quantities on mass shell for the transverse variables.

4 Conclusion

In the framework of the minimal quantization method of QED the electron relativistically
covariant Green function with correct (from a physical point of view) analytical properties
has been computed. We have shown that the physical residues of the one-particle Green
function linip_mR(j) - mR)GR{p) = 1. The main difference between the "conventional
Coulomb gauge" a.nd "our minimal method" consists in the proof and interptation of the
additional gauge transformation (29-31). Our result can be explained by using additional
gauge transformation in the calculation scheme for the physical residues of the one-particle
Green function as described here. The approach considered in this paper can be used for
investigation of the interaction and spectrum of bound states in QED and QCD.
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